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I Trend Sampler Technical

©2013 Control Microsystems Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Printed in Canada.

Version: 8.05.4

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is
not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of
these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to
perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products
with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information
contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have
found errors in this publication, please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider
Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved
software with our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

1 Technical Support

Support related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the following
support centers.
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Technical Support: The Americas

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time

Toll free within North America 1-888-226-6876

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Europe

Available Monday to Friday 8:30am – 5:30pm Central European Time

Direct Worldwide +31 (71) 597-1655

Email euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time (North America) 

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Australia

Inside Australia 1300 369 233

Email au.help@schneider-electric.com

2 Safety Information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages may
appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or to
call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal
injury if the instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this
symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:au.help@schneider-electric.com
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DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in minor or moderate injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION used without the safety alert symbol, indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, can result in equipment damage..

PLEASE NOTE

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator
of that machine.

CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary
holding means used for shipment from all component devices.
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Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:

Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Close the equipment enclosure door.

Remove ground from incoming power lines.

Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible
to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized
changes in operating characteristics.

3 General

The SCADAPack E RTU Trend Sampler allows RTU data points to be periodically sampled, the values
being recorded in files in the RTU File System. This mechanism provides efficient data storage.

The RTU Trend sampler facility provides selective storage of sampled data based on deviation control for
each sampled point, a binary trigger point for selective control of sampling, and a file format with some
data reduction facilities.
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Multiple trend streams on the same RTU point are supported.  For example current value, average,
minimum and maximum trend streams for the same point may be stored, possibly with the same or
different intervals.

Recorded trend samples may optionally include data quality flags.

Data samples may be stored in the following DNP3 object compatible formats (see Section Object &
Variation for more information):

16-bit signed integer analog
16-bit signed integer analog with quality flags
32-bit signed integer analog
32-bit signed integer analog with quality flags
32-bit Engineering floating point analog with quality flags
Binary
Binary with quality flags
16-bit counter
16-bit counter with quality flags
32-bit counter
32-bit counter with quality flags

The Sampler requires the following user configuration information per point that is trended:

DNP point index and point type of the Point to sample
Sample Rate (Secs)
Deviation change for recording Analog or Counter samples
Binary trigger point for controlling sampling
Trend Stream (Statistic) Type

Trend Stream Configuration
Filenames
File Storage
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3.1 Trend Stream Configuration

Trend streams managed by the RTU’s Sampler task may be configured through the following
mechanisms:

RTU Configuration File built by a Master Station
RTU Trend Record Exchange
SCADAPack E Configurator user interface

For more information see the SCADAPack E RTU Configuration File Format manual, and SCADAPack E
Configurator User Manual. 
SCADAPack E Configurator provides the Trend List property page for managing Trend streams. 

Figure 1: Trend List Page

The Trend List Page allows Trend Configuration Records to be Added, Removed and Edited in the Off-
line RTU Configuration.  Trend Records may also be Written to and Read from the On-line RTU
Configuration by SCADAPack E Configurator using RTU ‘Record Exchange’ facility. Trend Record
Exchange allows Trend Records to be created and deleted in the On-line RTU Configuration without the
necessity of down-loading a complete RTU Configuration. 

A Trend Write Record Exchange will invoke a restart of the Sampler task in the RTU. On detecting a
Trend REX write, the RTU starts a 30 second timer. If any subsequent record exchange writes are
received by the RTU during this 30 seconds that may impact on the Sampler, this timer is restarted. On
expiration of this timer, the Sampler task in the RTU is automatically restarted in order to implement the
modified Trend configurations.

The Sampler task in the RTU can be manually restarted from RTU using the Trend List page’s “Restart
Sampler” button (also see Section Restarting the Sampler Task).
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SCADAPack E Configurator provides the following fields for configuration of the Trend Sampler:

DNP Point Number & Point Type
Trend Stream Record Number (1-99) for the DNP Point number / type
Trend Stream Type for this record

Current Value (All Point Types)
Average Value (Analog Point Types Only)
Maximum Value(Analog Point Types Only)
Minimum Value (Analog Point Types Only)
Change (Analog and Counter Point Types Only)

Enable Point        (Binary point number)
Deviation

3.2 Filenames

For SCADAPack E RTU's  when a value is sampled by the Sampler task for a point, the value is stored
in a virtual trend "sample file" for the point. The "open" sample files are not accessible by the user.

When a sample file is closed or filled, the file is recorded in the following location:

C:\Sampler\

Once the Sampler has closed a sample file, it is stored in the RTU file system for retrieval, but is not re-
opened by the Sampler.  

The stored file name in the RTU file system 20 characters and uses the following format:

SFwwwwwx_yy_zzzzzzzz

where wwwww is the Point Number whose samples this file contains, padded leading zeros.

where x is the Point Database Type, character A to E

where yy is the 2 character Record No. for this point.

where zzzzzzzz is the 8 character time of the file creation time.

The Point Database Type (x) is a single ASCII character with the following meaning:

Point
Database type

Meaning

A Binary Input type

B Binary Output type

C Analog Input type

D Analog Output type
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E Counter type

 

The Point Database Type character is used in the sampler file-names to provide a unique file name-
space for each point type.

The Trend Stream Record Number (yy) uniquely identifies one of a possible 99 different trend streams on
a single point.  Multiple Trend Streams may be useful on the same point where different sampling rates
are required dependent upon external conditions (for example, during an incident it may be desirable to
enable a high sampling rate trend stream).   In addition, several types of data may be simultaneously
tracked for the same point. For example Current Value, Average Value, Max Value & Min Value trends
for the same point can be sampled in different trend streams.

The file time / identification field (zzzzzzzz) is an 8 digit hexadecimal value representing the time of first
sample in the file.  Later sample files for the same sample point will have a higher file identification value.
 This format enables sample files to be joined in chronological order by sorting sample file-names alpha-
numerically.
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3.3 File Storage

Multiple open sample files may be simultaneously active in the RTU.  The maximum size of a sample file
is 1024 bytes.  

An additional file called HISTORY is created by a RESTART HISTORY command,  being a
concatenation of previously created SF files. 
This is located in the root of the C: drive. For additional information see Restart History.

If the number of stored sample files exceeds the limit for the RTU hardware (see File System Limits) or if
the SCADAPack E file system is full and a new SAMPwwwwwx_yy file cannot be created, the Sampler
task uses the Stop Data Storage if Full binary system point to define the method of managing further
data storage.  If set TRUE, the Sampler will stop storage of sample data, otherwise it deletes the oldest
stored sample file of the same point number (SFwwwwwx_yy_zzzzzzzz file) to make room for the new
SAMPwwwwwx_yy file.

Binary System Point

DNP Point Index Description Comment

50304 Stop Data Storage if Full ON = Stop storing trend samples

OFF = Discard oldest data (default)

This system point also affects the storage of DNP3 event data.  See SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical
Reference manual.

The SCADAPack E RTU assumes that the user, or Master Station, will retrieve the stored sample files
from the RTU within the time it takes to create the maximum number of sample files, otherwise it will
automatically delete files which may result in missing data.

The following status codes are written to the RTU Error code system point when storage capacity
thresholds are reached.

RTU Error Code Description Comment

1032 Trend capacity 80% The trend data is approaching its
storage limit

1033 Trend capacity exceeded Indicates loss of trend data.  “Stop Data
Storage if Full” system point is used to
determine storage strategy (see above)

1034 Invalid Record A trend configuration record contains
duplicate or invalid information

File System Limits
Expanding Storage by User Programming
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3.3.1 File System Limits

The Trend Sampler shares the SCADAPack E RTU File System along with other RTU facilities.  The
RTU file system may contain files for the RTU Profiler, the ISaGRAF Target(s), configuration files and log
files, etc.

The capacity and storage location of the Sampler files is dependent on the target hardware as a result of
the file system characteristics. These file system limitations are discussed in following sections.

The root of the file system C:\ and the root of an external file system (e.g. E:\ for SCADAPack ES &
SCADAPack ER Compact FLASH cards) supports a limited number of individual files. If User
Programming is moving sample files around, it is strongly recommended these be placed in directories
(folders) below the root directory (e.g. C:\MySamples\) and not in the root directory itself.

The SCADAPack E RTU file system supports drives and directories. The file system characteristics with
respect to the Sampler operation are listed as follows:

Trend Sampler Capabilities SCADAPack 300E

File System Total Size: 7 MB

Maximum Stored Sample Files: 80

Maximum Open Sample Files: 40

Maximum Sample File Size: 1024 bytes

Maximum Samples (with no user
programming)

20,000 Integers or
10,000 Floats

Maximum Samples (with user programming
for aggregating)

1,200,000 Integers or
600,000 Floats

Open Sample File Location Not accessible by user*

Sample File Location C:\Sampler\

HISTORY File Location C:\

Trend Sampler Capabilities SCADAPack ES and
SCADAPack ER

File System Total Size: 12 MB

Maximum Stored Sample Files: 400

Maximum Open Sample Files: 100

Maximum Sample File Size: 1024 bytes

Open Sample File Location Not accessible by user*

Maximum Samples (with no user
programming)

100,000 Integers or
50,000 Floats

Maximum Samples (with user programming
for aggregating)

2,500,000 Integers or
1,200,000 Floats

Maximum External File System Size 2 GB

Maximum Samples (with user programming 500,000,000 Integers or
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for aggregating and copying to external
media)

250,000,000 Floats

Sample File Location C:\Sampler\

HISTORY File Location C:\

* The currently open sample "files" are actually held in the SCADAPack E RTU's non volatile RAM
(NVRAM) until "closed" by the Sampler task. Once closed, the NVRAM data buffers are queued and
later written to the flash-file system by a child task.

The RESTART HISTORY command will locate the aggregated "HISTORY" file in the root of C: drive.
See Restart History for more information.

The Maximum Open Sample Files sets the maximum number of Trend Streams that can be recording
data simultaneously on a given platform.

A RESTART HISTORY command to the SCADAPack E RTU amalgamates the stored sample files into
a single file called HISTORY that is located in the root of the C: drive. 

See Section Restart History for more information on the RESTART HISTORY command.
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3.3.2 Expanding Storage by User Programming

The Trend Sampler stores completed sample files in the controller's main file system in the following
location: C:\Sampler\

Individual Trend Sampler files are approximately 1K in size.

The controller limits the maximum number of sample files stored in the main file system according to
the File System Limits. User programming in ISaGRAF can extend the storage of trend sampler data in
a number of ways. In general it will require manipulation of files in the RTU file system. 

The following information is provided as a simple guide only and does not provide instructions on how to
program an ISaGRAF application, nor limit the extent to which a user's application may operate.

The root of the file system C:\ and the root of an external file system (e.g. E:\ for SCADAPack ES &
SCADAPack ER Compact FLASH cards) supports a limited number of individual files. If User
Programming is moving sample files around, it is strongly recommended these be placed in directories
(folders) below the root directory (e.g. C:\MySamples\, E:\RTUtrends\) and not in the root directory itself.

Aggregating Historic Data

The ISaGRAF SCADAPack E rtuparam function block provides a "RESTART_SERVICE" facility which
can be used with a "HISTORY" parameter. This performs a Restart History command that aggregates
individual trend sampler files into a file called HISTORY in the root of the file system. Each time the
rtuparam function block executes it appends the sample file data to the HISTORY file and removes the
individual trend sampler files from C:\Sampler. This can be repeated a number of times up to the limit of
the main file system size.

When programming using this method, care should be taken in user programming to handle limiting of
the HISTORY file size. It may be appropriate, for example, to rename the HISTORY file after each
aggregation, then track those filenames deleting the oldest aggregated file when the file system space is
reaching its capacity. The details of how this operates, and how the larger aggregated files are removed
from the controller is an application issue. For example the application may choose to check Analog
System Points 50026 or 50027 to determine how much file system space is used, or how much is
available. For more information see SCADAPack E Configuration Technical manual. Stored files may be
transferred using DNP3 File Transfer, FTP, etc.

Moving Files to External Media

In the case of SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER controllers, ISaGRAF on SCADAPack E
controllers provides file manipulation functions that an application can use to move files from the RTU's
main file system to external media. Aggregating historic data, as described above, may simplify the
process of moving files as the application can control the names of those files (and there are less of
them to move around compared with the original trend sampler files).

ISaGRAF's F_COPY, F_MKDIR, F_DSKSEL, F_CD and F_DV_RDY functions may be useful, for
example, in preparing an external Compact Flash drive to store files, then copying aggregated files from
the RTU's main file system to the external Compact Flash drive. More complex applications could use
ISaGRAF's FINDFILE and DIR_INFO function blocks, for example, to search for files and manipulate
them individually. See the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Technical manual for more information on using the
RTU File System Interface Functions.
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The details of how a user application can be programmed to move and manipulate files is an application
issue.
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4 Restarting The Sampler Task

Restarting the Sampler task causes previously open sample files to be finalised and written as
SFwwwwwx_yy_zzzzzzzz files, and a fresh set of sample files to be opened based on the user
configuration parameters for the sampler system.

Changes to the user parameters for the sampler will not take effect until the sampler task has been
restarted. 

Restarting services will impact process control and RTU availability.  Assess the impact prior to
performing a restart operation.

WARNING
UNEXPECTED EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Evaluate the operational state of the equipment monitored and controlled by the
SCADAPack E RTU prior to restarting services.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious
injury or equipment damage.

The Sampler Task may be restarted in one of the following ways:

Reset the RTU via a DNP3 Cold Restart, hardware reset or command line RESTART RTU command

Reset the Sampler via command line by issuing a RESTART SAMPLER command

SCADAPack E Configurator downloading Trend Sampler configuration changes

Reset the Sampler via Master Station, or SCADAPack E Configurator by issuing a DNP3 File EXEC
command.  Use parameters RESTART SAMPLER.

A reconfiguration of the RTU with either a *.rtu or *.inc configuration file will invoke a Sampler restart,
directly after the RTU has been reconfigured

A point configuration change made using the Record Exchange Write procedure will restart the
Sampler if a new configuration point is to be created. If the Record Exchange Write is to edit an
existing point, the Sampler will only be restarted if there is a valid trend record for the point, AND, one
of the following attributes are to be modified:

Raw Min, Raw Max, Eng Min, Eng Max, DNP Static Object Type

Restart History
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4.1 Restart History

The RESTART HISTORY command is a mechanism to transfer all sample records currently stored in
open and closed sample files into a single file called HISTORY. The syntax for this command is detailed
as follows

RESTART HISTORY

This command will carry out the following:
Close currently open sample files,
Append the sample files to a file called HISTORY (deleting appended sample files),

An ISaGRAF RTUPARAM function block can be called from a user program with RESTART SERVICE /
History parameters to aggregate sample files into the HISTORY file.

 The HISTORY file will be written to the root of the C: drive.

SCADAPack E Configurator provides a facility to retrieve trend data from the data. It automatically
invokes the RESTART HISTORY command, and subsequently uploads and converts the retrieved
HISTORY file to a *.csv format. Consult the SCADAPack E Configurator Users Manual (Section Retrieve
Trend Data) for more information.

The RESTART HISTORY command will only return a failure status if both the source files and the
"History" file do not exist. 

5 Sample File Format

Sample files may be retrieved from the SCADAPack E RTU via file transfer, such as via DNP3 or FTP.  
SCADAPack E Configurator provides facilities for transferring sample files from SCADAPack E RTUs to
a local PC.  
In addition, host systems may request sample files from the RTU. See Section File Storage for file
locations.

A sample file is made up of a file header, followed by sample records.  The file header is the same for
each type of point sampled, indicating sample point, point type, sample rate, etc.  Sample records vary
for each type of sampled point, but are the same within a single sample file. 

The Sample File Header uniquely identifies the trend stream as does the active trend stream file name
although, the file-name is not required to identify and parse the trend data where multiple streams exist
in one file (eg. after a ‘Restart History’ operation, the file-name information is lost).

Sample File Header

Sample File Records

Point Quality Flags
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5.1 Sample File Header

The Sample File header consists of 16 bytes formatted as follows.  The byte numbers indicate storage
order within the file.  “msb” indicates the most significant byte of a multi-byte value. Data is stored in
“little endian” (least significant bytes first) format.

Object– 1 byte Variation–1 byte Point Index – 16-bit unsigned

0 1 2 – lsb 3 – msb

Start Time – 32-bit time in number of seconds since 00:00:00 1/1/1970

4 – lsb 5 6 7 – msb

Sample Rate – (seconds) 32-bit unsigned

8 – lsb 9 10 11 – msb

 

     No. of samples – 16-bit unsigned Stream Type Point Type

12 – lsb 13 - msb 14 15

The Point Type and Point Index identify the RTU Point being trended. The Trend Stream is identified by a
Record Number allocated by the RTU’s Point Database (used in the file-name and unique for that point)
to identify the stream for that point. 

Each field is described in more detail in the following sections:

Object Group & Variation

Point Index & Type, Sample Rate & Count, & Start Time

Stream Type
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5.1.1 Object Group & Variation

These fields describe the DNP3 data object type being sampled & the format of the records stored within
the sample file.  The valid values are:

Group Variation Description

1 1 1 byte binary input without status

1 2 1 byte binary input with status

10 1 1 byte binary output without status

10 2 1 byte binary output with status

20 1 32-bit counter with flags

20 2 16-bit counter with flags

20 5 32-bit counter without flags

20 6 16-bit counter without flags

30 1 32-bit analog input with flags

30 2 16-bit analog input with flags

30 3 32-bit analog input without flags

30 4 16-bit analog input without flags

30 5 32-bit floating point input with flags

40 1 32-bit analog output with flags

40 2 16-bit analog output with flags

40 3 32-bit floating point output with flags

The Group and Variation fields used by the Sampler are obtained from the point’s “DNP object type”
attribute as specified in the RTU’s configuration file.
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Double Status Points

A Binary point configured in the RTU’s Point Database as a Double Status point is presented as Object
20 Variation 2.  I.e. the Sampler task will treat Double Status points as Counter points with a possible
value range of 0 to 3.   The lowest point number of the pair will be used to indicate the numeric point
value. Point transitions are not counted, rather the counter object is used to represent the point state.

For example, if RTU input point 1 has a double status point partner, input point 2, then the following point
states cause the following values (in an Object 20 Variation 2 indicator):

Point 1 OFF, Point 2 OFF:  value = 0

Point 1 OFF, Point 2 ON:  value = 1

Point 1 ON,  Point 2 OFF:  value = 2

Point 1 ON,  Point 2 ON:  value = 3

5.1.2 Point Index & Type, Sample Rate & Count, & Start Time

Point Index
This is the SCADAPack E RTU DNP point index being sampled.  The point number is in the range 0 to
65535 stored as a 16-bit unsigned integer.

Point Type
Used to further define the type of point that this trend file refers to.   This field is stored as a byte in
ASCII format, using the Point Database Type code described in Section Filenames, being a letter
character from ‘A’ through ‘E’.

Sample Rate
The minimum interval in seconds between samples of the point, stored as an unsigned 32-bit integer.

Sample Count
The number of sample records in this file, stored as an unsigned 16-bit integer.

Start Time
The time of the initial sample in this file.  This field is in the format of the number of seconds since
00:00:00 1st Jan 1970, stored as a 32-bit integer.
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5.1.3 Stream Type

The type of data being trended e.g. current value, maximum, minimum, average etc.  This field is stored
as an unsigned byte with the following format:

Stream
Type

Description Comment Valid DNP3 Object
Group/Variation

0 Current Value Trend Valid for Analog, Binary &
Counter points

All in Section Object Group
& Variation.

1 Average Value Trend Valid for Analog points 30v1, 30v2, 30v3, 30v4,
30v5, 40v1, 40v2, 40v3

2 Maximum Value Trend Valid for Analog points 30v1, 30v2, 30v3, 30v4,
30v5, 40v1, 40v2, 40v3

3 Minimum Value Trend Valid for Analog points 30v1, 30v2, 30v3, 30v4,
30v5, 40v1, 40v2, 40v3

4 Change Trend Change in value trend for
Analogs & Counters

All in Section Object Group
& Variation, except 1v1,
1v2, 10v1, 10v2

5 State Count Trend Not Currently Supported, see
below.

1v1, 1v2, 10v1, 10v2

6 Running Average
Trend

Not Currently supported None

7 Summation Trend Not Currently supported None

8 Alarm Count Trend Not Currently supported None

9 Integral Trend Not Currently supported None

10 Derivative Trend Not Currently supported None

11 Deviation Trend Not Currently supported None

A State Count Trend which represents the number of state transitions of a point, is not currently
supported.

The valid Stream Types for Binary points configured as Double Status Points are trended in the same
way as a normal Binary point - i.e. Current Value.

A Change Trend is only valid for Analog and Counter types.  The change value stored is the difference
between the value of the point at the previous sample interval and the current sample interval. The
sampler will check this change value against the change value previously stored change value and record
a new sample if the difference between the two changes exceeds (>=) the Trend deviation.

The Average, Maximum and Minimum Value trends will cause the sampler to calculate and update the
respective value each second.  When the sample interval is reached, the calculated value is compared
with the last stored value and, if it exceeds the set deviation, is stored in the sample file.
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5.2 Sample File Records

The sample records which follow the header have varying formats depending on the object and variation
to which they correspond. The format of each is in accordance with the DNP3 Specification for that
Object Group / Variation with the addition of a 16-bit Sample Number field and optional 1 byte packing
for the DNP3 flags (if included in the equivalent DNP3 object/variation). The exception is Object Group 1
Variation 1 and Object Group 10 Variation 1 (packed bits) which are treated as per Object Group 1
Variation 2 and Object Group 10 Variation 2 formats respectively.

The format for Object Group and Variations without flags are the same as those with flags, except that
the Unused byte and Quality byte are removed.

Object Group 1 Variation 1, 2 and Object Group 10 Variation 1,2:

Sample Number – 16 bit integer Status with Qlty flags

0 – lsb 1 – msb 2 – not used (0) 3

 

Object Group 30 Variation 4, and Object Group 20 Variation 6:

Sample Number – 16 bit integer    Sample Value – 16-bit signed integer

0 – lsb 1 – msb 2 – lsb 3 – msb

 
Object Group 30 Variation 1, and Object Group 20 Variation 1:

Sample Number – 16 bit integer Point Quality Flags

0 – lsb 1 – msb 2 – not used (0) 3

        

Sample Value – 32-bit signed integer

4 – lsb 5 6 7 – msb

 
Object Group 30 Variation 5, and Object Group 40 Variation 3:

Sample Number – 16 bit integer Point Quality Flags

0 – lsb 1 – msb 2 – not used (0) 3
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Sample Value – 32-bit single precision floating point

4 – lsb 5 6 7 – msb
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5.3 Point Quality Flags

The following bits are set in the Point Quality byte for object types that support them:

Quality Flag (hex) Property

0x01 State of the “Point Is Failed” property

0x02 State of the “Point is Bad” attribute

0x04 State of the “I/O not responding” property

0x08 State of the “Remote control interlock active” property

0x10 No trend data gathered

0x20 State of the “Over-range” OR “Under-range” property (Analog only)

0x40 State of the “A/D Reference Error” property (Analog only)

0x80 Current State of a Binary point

The “No trend data gathered” quality flag is included to inform the Master Station that a gap in sample
data is due to sampling being inhibited rather that due to sample data compression.

This flag state is calculated by the following formula:

“No Trend Data Gathered” flag = “Trend Inhibit” OR (NOT “Trigger Point State”) AND (“Trigger Point
Number” < 65535)

That is, the flag will be ON when trending is Inhibited through the RTU’s Trend Inhibit point attribute, or if
the Trigger Point associated with the Trend configuration for the point is configured and is OFF.
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6 Initialization

Upon Sampler task start-up, previously open sample files (SAMPwwwwwx_yy) are finalised and the
RTU’s Trend records are scanned for valid configurations.  An error code
“TREND_INVALID_CONFIG_RECORD” is written to the “RTU Error code” system point if the Sampler
detects an invalid configuration record.

The Sampler configuration validation tests the following Trend record fields:

DNP point index and point type
of Point to sample

Point needs to exist in Point Database

Sample Rate (Seconds) Needs to be > 0 seconds

Binary trigger point for controlling
sampling

Binary Input point record needs to exist in RTU point
database, or point number is 65535 (indicating No trigger
point).  The Binary Trigger Point specified needs to be a
configurable point

Trend Stream (Statistic) Type Valid Stream Type for the type of Point to trend

For each valid trend record, a new internal data structure is created but sample files are not opened until
the stream’s next sample time interval is reached.  This is so the file’s Start Time will be integer divisible
by the sample period.  Hence the first sample record (Sample Number zero) will be valid.

The RTU activates the Sampler task every 1.0 secs and checks for required samples for recording.  If
values are sampled by the sampler task for a point, the value is stored in the currently open sample file
(see Section Filename Formats).   If no sample file is open, a new “SAMPwwwwwx_yy” file is created
and the sample is stored.
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7 Trend Sampling

Current value sampling of point data may occur at the rate of 1 second, however Average, Minimum &
Maximum statistics are more meaningful when larger trend periods are configured.  Cumulative
averaging, minimum and maximum sample detection is performed once per second on points with the
appropriate trend statistic type.

Samples are recorded by the Sampler Task when the following criteria are met:
Sampled point is a valid point. The SCADAPack E RTU command line diagnostic display will
indicate sampler configuration and configuration errors during the Sampler Task start-up.
The “No trend data gathered” quality flag is OFF (See Section Point Quality Flags).
Sample period has elapsed since last sample was taken.  Sample timestamps are recorded in
increments of the sample interval.  The actual clock time calculated from each sample is
required to be integer divisible by the sample period. For example, if the sampler is restarted at
1:06:30 PM. a 1-minute trend will record its first sample at 1:07:00 PM.
Trended value has changed by a value in excess of the sample deviation.

The trend sampler synchronizes the trend period at regular intervals of the RTU’s real time clock.  This is
achieved by dividing the sample period (converted to seconds) into linear time from 1st January 1970
00:00.  It is recommended that the user chose sample intervals in convenient increments that divide into
regular time boundaries.  For example, a 20 minute trend synchronises with 3 time clock boundaries
every hour: xx:00:00, xx:20:00, xx:40:00.  A 6 hour trend synchronises with 4 time clock boundaries
every day: 00:00:00, 06:00:00, 12:00:00, 18:00:00.

Deviation values are specified in the RTU configuration file as an unsigned 32-bit integer number for
Analog and Counter types.   Deviation values are ignored for Binary point types.  The Sampler task will
convert integer point trend deviation values from the Point Database into floating point values for those
Object/Variation types that require it, using the engineering scaling parameters for that point.  A
deviation of 0 causes a sample to be stored at each sample interval regardless of whether the sampled
point value has changed.

The “No trend data gathered” quality flag is calculated from the “Trend Inhibit attribute” and the Trigger
binary point state (See Section Point Quality Flags).  If the “No trend data gathered” flag goes ON,
sampling for the given sample point is suspended.  If the “SAMPwwwwwx_yy" file is open, it will remain
open.  A new “SAMPwwwwwx_yy" file will not be opened while this flag is ON.

The user, via DNP3 communications or via an ISaGRAF application, may selectively enable or disable
trending by controlling the Trigger binary point.  A Trigger binary point may be applied to an individual
trend stream, to a trend stream on multiple points, or multiple trend streams on multiple points in any
combination.  Changes in the Trigger binary point state affect trend sampling at the next sample interval
for the trend streams using the Trigger binary point.

Trend statistics for Minimum, Maximum and Average Trend Types is not updated while the "No Trend
data gathered" quality flag is ON (ie sampling suspended).   If sampling is re-enabled during the same
sample period, the Max, Min or Average statistic is saved at the sample interval time, based on data
gathered while the "No Trend data gathered" quality flag is OFF.

For a “Change Trend” type, the sampler will continue to calculate the delta value from the last sample
interval even if the "No trend data gathered" quality flag is ON. 

Sampling re-commences when the “No trend data gathered” quality flag changes to OFF. If the file does
not exist, a new  “SAMPwwwwwx_yy"file is created at the next sample interval and a sample recorded
at that time.  If the “SAMPwwwwwx_yy"file does exist, the trend sampler will force the storage of a
sample at the next sample interval.

While the “No trend data gathered” flag is OFF and the value does not exceed the deviation (i.e. no new
values are recorded) the most sample number is updated to move the sample value forward in time.  This
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is the trend sampler’s data reduction facility.

A sample file will also be closed prior to a sample time offset wrapping from the 65535th sample number
to the 0th sample number.

If the “No trend data gathered” flag is OFF (i.e. sampling enabled) and the sampler detects that one of
the other quality flags (see Section Point Quality Flags) changed state between sampling intervals, the
trend sampler will force the storage of a sample at the next sample interval.
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8 Trend Upload / Management Procedure

A DNP3 Master Station may gather RTU sample files by:

i) Issuing the RTU with a JOIN or APPEND command and read the resulting file.

ii) By instructing the RTU’s trend sampler to produce a history file for the Master Station to up-load.
A typical sequence using this method could be as follows:

Gather each sample file individually, then join those files together after up-loading,
Issue the RTU with a JOIN or APPEND command and read the resulting file,
Instruct the RTU’s trend sampler to produce a history file for the Master Station to
up-load. A typical sequence using this method could be as follows:
o Master Station issues a “RESTART HISTORY” command which is

processed synchronously (ie. the RTU won’t respond until the
request has been completed)

o The Master Station reads the file called “HISTORY” *
o After successful completion of the read and processing of the

trend data the Master Station should issue a request to DELETE
the file called “HISTORY” *

In this way, trend data is not lost, as the history file is not deleted unless the master has processed the
history file (or the RTU file system is full).

The RTU Sampler task manages the sample files in the file system and deletes the oldest data.

* The HISTORY file is located in the root of the C: drive.
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